GUIDELINE # 1: WATER FACTS
Do You Know?


70 % of the human body is made of water



Each day we must replace 2.4 liters of water through drinking water and the
rest through food



Of the 37 major diseases in the developing world 21 are related to water and
sanitation



Over 10 million people die each year from water related diseases in the world



Leaking taps (one drop/second) waste approximately 25 liters per day



75% of indoor home water use occurs in bathrooms and toilets



Toilets use over 40% more water than needed



10% of home water is used in the kitchen



Less than 3% of treated water is used for drinking

Karachi Water Facts


Karachi’s population is currently 16 million and will double to 32 million by year
2025



Unsafe water kills atleast 30,000 people (of which 20,000 are children) each
year in Karachi



The leading cause of child death in Karachi is diarrhea



It is estimated that 40% of the water in Karachi is lost through leakage before
consumption



Another 25% is wasted by consumers (leaky taps, washing cars, watering
lawn, etc)



The poor in Karachi pay 12 times more for drinking water (bought from
vendors) than the well to do, much of which is dirty and contaminated

Particulars

Liters per day (estimate)

Leaky Plumbing Joints

90

Leaking Taps (One Drop / Second)

25

Toilet leaks

60

Using full tank when flushing

45

Water running while brushing teeth

13

Shower kept running till hot

35

Particulars

Liters per day (estimate)

Long showers

10

Leaving water running while washing dishes

50

Washing car with hose pipe

180

Defrosting Meat and Vegetables under Tap

15

Washing Car with Water Pipe

180

What Can We Do?


Change attitudes and behavior towards the use of water



Close taps carefully each time after use



Conserve water, manage sanitation and solid wastes at all levels



Reduce water consumption so that the water saved can be used by others



Extend a helping hand to the government because they cannot do it alone



Be responsible and proactive citizens, become involved in city affairs for a
cleaner and greener city



Support organizations and institutions that provide a platform for partnering
between citizens and the government

Suggestions for Managing Water Conservation
1. Ensure regular maintenance and repair of all water infrastructure
2. Institute periodic water audits
3. Arrange for reuse of water harvested from the atmosphere (through cooling
action of air conditioners)

4. In offices, schools and industries appoint one or more person to take on water
conservation responsibilities

5. Make these responsibilities part of department goals, individual goals, and job
descriptions

6. Institute daily checks of all bathrooms, kitchens, work areas and outdoor
spaces to ensure that all taps are closed tight and that there are no leakages
before the office or school closes each day
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